Abstract. We introduce and study a dimensional-like characteristic of an uniformly almost periodic function, which we call the Diophantine dimension. By definition, it is the exponent in the asymptotic behavior of the inclusion length. Diophantine dimension is connected with recurrent and ergodic properties of an almost periodic function. We get some estimates of the Diophantine dimension for certain quasiperiodic functions and present methods to investigate such a characteristic for almost periodic trajectories of evolution equations. Also we discuss the link between the presented approach and the so called effective versions of the Kronecker theorem.
INTRODUCTION
Methods to investigate dimension-like properties (for example, fractal or Hausdorff dimension) for almost periodic solutions are badly developed 1 . The starting point in dimension theory of almost periodic functions is the paper of M. L. Cartwright [5] where she studied a link between the topological dimension and the number of frequencies of an almost periodic flow. An extension of such an approach for certain delay differential equations and partial differential equations was performed by J. Mallet-Paret in [18] . Later, K. Naito studied the fractal dimension of abstract almost periodic orbits [20] and almost periodic attractors of a reaction diffusion system [21] , assuming some Diophantine conditions on the frequencies. These conditions make it possible to give an upper bound for the inclusion length of almost periods (which defines the "almost periodicity" property). In terms of the inclusion length an upper estimate of the fractal dimension of an almost periodic orbit can be given. But actually, the fractal dimension does not depend on the Diophantine properties of the frequencies. Despite this, the inclusion length gives rise to the notion of a recurrent dimension, which we call the Diophantine dimension. We note here, that later papers of K. Naito are dedicated to the study of recurrent dimensions of discrete in time almost periodic orbits with frequencies satisfying some approximating properties similar to the Diophantine condition (see next sections). And we have to note, that the definition of Diophantine dimension is contained in one of his papers [22] (there it is called periodically recurrent dimension), but he did not study the properties of the Diophantine dimension explicitly. However, ideas presented in papers [19] and [20] are very useful after some generalizations we present here. We do not focus on some sort of estimations of the Diophantine dimension (expect simple theorem 3.8) or another recurrent dimension, assuming some approximating conditions of exponents, but we follow a more important problem: how the recurrent properties of an almost periodic solution, provided by an almost periodic perturbation, depend on the recurrent properties of this perturbation. In particular, one can look for a link between the Diophantine dimension of a solution and the same characteristic of a perturbation term. Such an approach is similar to methods of dimension theory. Different branches of the modern dimension theory in dynamical systems are outlined in the books [4, 25, 27, 15, 26] .
The above problem is not new (see [13] and links therein). Many methods to prove the existence of almost periodic solutions in addition to the existence often lead to a modules containment for a solution and a given almost periodic perturbation term 2 . It means that (in some sense) the solution is no more complicated than the perturbation term. The same can be said about the solution complexity with respect to the perturbation term if some relations between their Diophantine dimensions are proved (as in corollary 4.2). Moreover, to show such relations it is usually necessary to prove the containment of the sets of almost periods (theorem 4.1 and corollary 4.2), which is equivalent to the module containment (theorem 4.5 in [8] ). Thus, relations between Diophantine dimensions of two almost periodic functions may sometimes be considered as an effective version of their modules containment.
This paper is organized as follows. At first (section 1) we give basic notions in the theory of uniformly almost periodic functions ( [16, 17, 24] ), topological and fractal dimension ( [15, 4, 27] ), continued fractions ( [11, 29, 10] ). In section 2 we describe the Liouville phenomenon for almost periodic functions and study some basic properties of the Diophantine dimension. In section 3 we estimate the Diophantine dimension for certain quasiperiodic functions (theorems 3.3 and 3.8). In section 4 we reformulate the result of K. Naito (theorem 4.1 and corollary 4.2) for evolution equations with a strongly monotone operator as a method to estimate the Diophantine dimension of almost periodic trajectories. Section 5 is devoted to some short remarks, including the discussion of a link between the presented approach and the so called effective versions of the Kronecker theorem.
1. Preliminaries 1.1. Almost periodic functions. Let E be a Banach space 3 . A continuous function u : R → E is called uniformly E-almost periodic (for the sake of brevity, Ealmost periodic or, simply, almost periodic) if for every ε > 0 there exists L(ε) > 0 2 The module of an almost periodic function is the least additive subgroup of reals containing the Fourier exponents. 3 To simplify statements and proofs in which the Fourier series is used we always consider
Banach spaces over C. The real case is treated similarly.
such that for all a ∈ R there exists τ ∈ [a, a + L(ε)] satisfying the inequality
Here τ is called an ε-almost period, and the number L(ε) is the inclusion length for ε-almost periods. Denote by l u (ε) the minimal inclusion length for ε-almost periods of u.
For every E-almost periodic function u there is a formal Fourier series
with λ k ∈ R and U k ∈ E. We denote the set of all Fourier exponents {λ k } of u by Λ(u).
Theorem 1.1 (Approximation theorem).
Every uniformly almost periodic function (1.2) is the uniform (on R) limit of a sequence of trigonometric polynomials
The hull of u, H(u), is defined by the set
where the closure is taken in the topology of uniform convergence in the space C b (R; E). The hull of an almost periodic function is a compact minimal set, i.e. for every v ∈ H(u) we have that v is almost periodic and H(v) = H(u).
1.2.
Topological and fractal dimension. For a given metric space (X, ρ) we denote its Lebesgue covering dimension by dim T X. In the further we will deal with compact (and, consequently, separable) metric spaces, therefore dim T X we call simply a topological dimension of X and this will not cause misunderstandings. Now let (X, ρ) be a compact metric space and N ε (X) is the smallest number of open balls with radius ε required to cover X. The limit
is called the lower box dimension of X and the limit
is called the fractal or upper box dimension of X. The following inequality holds
If dim B (X) and dim B (X) coincide, we write dim F (X) for this common value, which we call fractal dimension of X.
In a contrast to the topological dimension, the fractal dimension is not a topological invariant, i.e. its value can change if we replace the given metric by a topologically equivalent one (=generating the same topology). If we want to emphasize the choice of the metric we write dim F (X, ρ). Example 1.2. Let (X, ρ) be a compact metric space. For an arbitrary α ∈ (0, 1] we put a new metric on X (which is topologically equivalent to ρ) by
One can show that dim B (X,
A metric ρ is stronger than another metric ρ if there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ X the inequality
is satisfied. The following lemma is easy to check.
Lemma 1.1. Let (X, ρ) be a compact metric space and ρ is another metric on X such that ρ is stronger that ρ ; then dim
Let X be a topological space with the topology generated by any of two metrics ρ and ρ . Choose an arbitrary open cover U of X. We say, that ρ is locally stronger than ρ w.r.t. U if the inequality (1.7) holds with a constant C = C(U ) for all x, y ∈ U , where U ∈ U is arbitrary. Since we do not know how well the following lemma is known, we give a proof of it. Lemma 1.2. Let X be a compact topological space with the topology generated by any of metrics ρ and ρ . Let U be an open cover of X; then the following statements are equivalent
(1) ρ is stronger than ρ ; (2) ρ is locally stronger than ρ w.r.t. U.
Proof. Let us show 2 ⇒ 1. Assuming the opposite we find two sequences x n , y n ∈ X, n = 1, 2, . . . such that
By compactness, there exist convergent subsequences {x n } ⊂ {x n } and {y n } ⊂ {y n } such that x n → x 0 and y n → y 0 . Let 2δ > 0 be the Lebesgue number of the cover U w.r.t. ρ. It is clear that ρ(x 0 , y 0 ) > δ. Thus,
and this is a contradiction.
1.3. Continued fractions. Let G : (0, 1) → (0, 1) be the Gauss map, defined by the equality
For every number ω ∈ R \ Q we consider its fraction expansion {a k } k≥0 defined as follows. Firstly, we define
Then the terms of the continued fraction of ω is defined by a 0 = ω and
for k ≥ 1. So, we write (formally)
is called the k-th convergent of ω. The following estimate holds
Then the convergents satisfy the following recurrence relation
The convergents (for k ≥ 1) give the best approximations of an irrational number, i.e. the difference |q k ω − p k | is the minimal among all the differences like |qω − p|, where q is lesser than q k+1 . From (1.13) it is clear that the term a k+1 determines the quality of approximation by the k-th convergent p k q k . Thus, the growth rate of the sequence a k determines the quality of approximation of an irrational number by rationals. There are many phenomenons in the theory of dynamical systems related to such approximation properties (see [9] or [10] ).
Diophantine dimension
2.1. Liouville phenomenon for almost periodic functions. Consider an almost periodic trajectory given by u(t) = e i2πt + e i2πωt , where ω is an irrational number. From the Kronecker theorem (theorem 3.2) it follows that the trajectory is dense in the circle of radius 2 centred at the origin. Let D = Cl(u(R)). The following proposition is easy to prove. Proposition 2.1. There is a Borel measure µ supported on D such that µ is independent of the irrational ω and u is uniformly distributed with respect to µ. In other words, for any Borel subset C ⊂ D we have for a long time, namely, |f (t) − g(t)| < 10 −3 for t ∈ [0, 10 6 ]. Now we put ω = √ 2 = [1; 2, 2, 2, . . .], which is a badly approximable number. To get a good rational approximation to √ 2 we need a fraction with large enough denominator. Thus, a trajectory should be more complicated, than in the previous case. This phenomenon can be observed by Figure 1 . It should be noted that such effects may appear at a) ω = any level of approximation. But, by the proposition 2.1, both trajectories have the same distribution. Thus, a good approximation of ω means a slow convergence of the limit in (2.1). By the theorem 1.1 a similar property can be shown in the case of general almost periodic function. But now there are two factors. The first is the quality of simultaneous approximation of the exponents of the polynomial P ε (see theorem 1.1), and the second is the rate of convergence of the sequence P ε to u, which determined, roughly speaking, by the decay rate of the Fourier coefficients. As it can be seen that the same factors affects the distribution of the almost periods. If the exponents of an almost periodic trajectory can be approximated extremely fast then there occurs the, so called, Liouville phenomenon. A simple version of it appears in irrational rotations of a circle (see [9, 10] ).
2.2.
Definition and basic properties. Let E be a Banach space and u is an E-almost periodic function (non-zero). The limit
As we noted earlier, this definition is contained in [22] . We use another name and symbol to emphasize the nature and importance of the introduced object in the theory of almost periodic functions.
is called the Diophantine dimension of u. Let F be another Banach space. We say that a map χ : E → F satisfies the Hölder condition, if there are constants α ∈ (0, 1] and C > 0 such that the inequality
Proof. Let τ be an ε 1 α -almost period of u. Then
After simple transformations, we have
Passing to the upper limit as ε → 0+ in (2.5), we get the statement.
Corollary 2.1. Let χ be a Bi-Lipschitz map, i.e. both χ and χ −1 satisfy the Hölder condition with exponent 1; then
It is easy to see that the statement of proposition 2.2 holds if the inequality (2.3) is satisfied only on the range of u, i.e. for x, y ∈ u(R). Due to the pre-compactness of u(R), to preserve the Diophantine dimension of u it is enough for χ to be bijective and continuously differentiable in the Fréchet sense. We also consider the lower Diophantine dimension defined as
It is clear that all the properties considered above hold for the lower Diophantine dimension too.
Diophantine dimension of a quasiperiodic function
An E-almost periodic function u(t) ∼ U k e iλ k t is called quasiperiodic if there are rationally independent real numbers ω 1 , . . . , ω n such that for all k = 1, 2, . . . the expansion
holds. In this case ω 1 , . . . , ω n are called frequencies. The following theorem is well-known.
Theorem 3.1. Let u be a quasiperiodic function with frequencies ω 1 , . . . , ω n ; then there is 1-periodic 6 continuous function h(t 1 , . . . , t n ), such that
Further, we will deal with this "representing" function h.
3.
1. An absolute lower bound. Consider the n-dimensional flat torus T n = R n /Z n with the metric defined as follows. For given θ , θ ∈ T n we set
where . is the sup-norm in R n . We find it convenient to write |θ − θ | T n instead of ρ T n (θ , θ )
7
. Further, we do not distinguish a vector in R n and its class of equivalence (=the corresponding point on T n ) It is easy to see that |θ − θ | T n = max j=1,...,n |θ j − θ j | T 1 , where θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ n ) and θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ n ). Also, the equality dim T (T n ) = dim F (T n ) = n is not hard to prove. We will need the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2 (Kronecker's theorem).
Let ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω n ) be an n-tuple of rationally independent real numbers and θ ∈ T n ; then the inequality
has a solution t = t ε ∈ R for every ε > 0.
If h(t 1 , . . . , t n ) is a 1-periodic function of real variables, then it is natural to consider h as a function with domain T n . So, the value h(t 1 + θ 1 , . . . , t n + θ n ) is obviously defined for θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ n ) ∈ T n . A function h : T n → E satisfies a reverse Hölder condition with an exponent α ∈ (0, 1] at a point θ 0 ∈ T n if for some constants ε 0 > 0 and C > 0 such that
provided that |θ 0 − θ| T n ≤ ε 0 . And we say that h satisfies a locally Hölder condition with an exponent α ∈ (0, 1] if for some constants ε 0 > 0 and C > 0 such that
We call a function h : T n → E strictly 1-periodic if the equality h(θ + θ ) = h(θ) for all θ ∈ T n implies that θ = 0.
Lemma 3.1. Let u(t) = h(ω 1 t, . . . , ω n t) be an E-quasiperiodic function such that 2πω 1 , . . . , 2πω n ∈ Λ(u); then h is strictly 1-periodic.
Let θ ∈ T n and h(θ+θ ) = h(θ) for all θ ∈ T n . Consider v(t) = h(ω 1 t+θ 1 , . . . , ω n t+ θ n ). By the Kronecker theorem there is a sequence t k ∈ R, k = 1, 2, . . . such that 6 That means that h is 1-periodic in each coordinate or, in other words, h is periodic w.r.t. the lattice Z n .
7 Considering the flat torus as an additive group one can see that the metric ρ T n is translation invariant. Thus, |θ| T n := ρ T n (θ, 0) is well-defined.
ω j t k → θ j (mod 1) and, consequently, u t k → v(t) uniformly on R. In particular, v(t) is almost periodic and
From the equality u(t) = v(t) for all t ∈ R and the uniqueness theorem we have that for all k = 1, 2, . . .
In other words,
. Since there are k 1 , . . . , k n such that 2πω j = λ kj for j = 1, . . . , n we have that θ j = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , n. Theorem 3.3. Let u(t) = h(ω 1 t, . . . , ω n t) be an E-quasiperiodic function such that h is strictly 1-periodic; then 
Proof. Let v ∈ H(u).
Then there is a sequence t k , k = 1, 2, . . ., u t k → v uniformly on R as k → +∞. One can find a subsequence t k ⊂ t k such that for some θ 1 , . . . , θ n ∈ [0, 1) (or θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ n ) ∈ T n ) the following (3.10) ω j t k → θ j (mod 1), (j = 1, . . . , n).
holds. It is clear that v(t) = h(ω 1 t+θ 1 , . . . , ω n t+θ n ). Consider the map χ : H(u) → T n such that χ(v) := (θ 1 , . . . , θ n ), where θ 1 , . . . , θ n defined in (3.10)
8
. By the Kronecker theorem, χ is a surjection and, as a continuous bijective map between compact metric spaces, is a homeomorphism. So, we get item (1) of the theorem.
Consider a new metric on T n , which is induced by χ, i.e. for θ , θ ∈ T n we set
By the Kronecker theorem and from the continuity of h, we have
So, within the condition of item (2) of the theorem, we have ρ (θ , θ ) ≤ C|θ − θ | α T n provided by |θ − θ | T n ≤ ε 0 . In other words, the metric ρ α T n is stronger than the metric ρ with respect to a cover generated by open balls of radius ε0 2 in the metric ρ T n . Using lemma 1.2, example 1.2 and lemma 1.1, we finish the proof of item (2) .
Within the conditions of item (3) we have ρ (θ , θ ) ≥ C|θ − θ | α T n 9 provided by |θ − θ | T n ≤ ε 0 . The further is analogous to the proof of item (2). 8 Due to strictly 1-periodicity the numbers θ 1 , . . . , θn are determined uniquely. 9 To get this one has to put θ = θ 0 − θ in (3.12).
Remark 3.4. Item (1) of the theorem 3.3 is a special case of the results of M. L. Cartwright (see theorem 8 in [5] ). Parts (2) and (3) is a generalization of results from [1] (see corollary 3.6). The following lemma is an easy generalization of lemma 2 in [1] , the same idea is contained in the proof of theorem 1 in [20] .
Proposition 3.1. Let u be an E-almost periodic function. For each ε > 0 let δ(ε) > 0 be any number such that |u(t) − u(s)| E ≤ ε provided by |t − s| ≤ δ(ε); then
Corollary 3.5. Let u = h(ω 1 t, . . . , ω n t) be a quasiperiodic function and h satisfies the conditions of items (2) and (3) of theorem 3.3; then
Proof. For sufficiently small ε > 0 we put δ(ε) := Cε 1 α . Using (3.13) we finish the proof.
A k e i2πω k t be a trigonometric polynomial, where
. . , A n are non zero vectors in E and ω 1 , . . . , ω n are rationally independent; then di(P ) ≥ n − 1.
Proof. We will show that the metric ρ given by (3.11) is stronger than |.| T n (and, consequently, because the inverse is obvious, they are uniformly equivalent). Supposing the opposite, we get two sequences
By the compactness of T n , we can assume that θ (s) and θ (s) are convergent (to the same limit) and the fact that both metrics in (3.15) are translation invariant allows us to suppose that θ (s) and θ (s) tend to zero. Now we fix θ 0 ∈ T n , let θ (s) := θ (s) − θ (s) and use the translation invariance again. From (3.15) we have (3.16)
One more observation is that we may assume that |θ
Now let B 1 , . . . , B m ∈ E be a basis for the linear span of A 1 , . . . , A n and
for some c
For the representing function of P we have
where
l e i2πt k . Now we put θ 0 = (ω 1 t 0 , . . . , ω n t 0 ) for some
We may assume that the limit of
as s → +∞ exists and denote him by ζ k , for k = 1, . . . , n. Note that |ζ k | ≤ 2π and ζ k0 = i2π. Thus, taking to the limit as s → +∞ in (3.19) we get
Using the linear independence of B l 's we have
l ζ k e i2πω k t0 = 0, for l = 1, . . . , m. Note that t 0 is chosen arbitrary, so by the uniqueness theorem for almost periodic functions the equality
. . , n, must hold. We know that ζ k0 = i2π and, consequently, c
The last is impossible because it was assumed in the initial statement that A k0 = 0.
3.2.
An upper estimate in the case of one irrational frequency. We say, that a number ω ∈ R \ Q satisfies the Diophantine condition of order ν ≥ 0 if there is a constant C > 0 such that for all natural q and integer p the inequality
holds.
In the case of ν = 0 the number ω is called badly approximable. Denote by CD(ν) the set of all irrational numbers satisfying the Diophantine condition of order ν. The set CD(ν), where ν > 0, is a set of full Lebesgue measure (=its complement has measure zero). The set CD(0), i.e. the set of badly approximable numbers, has measure zero (see [11] ), but it is still large enough ( [28] ). The Diophantine condition can be expressed in terms of the continued fraction expansion. Here and further we use notations from subsection 1.3. (
In this subsection we present a generalization of the result of K. Naito from [20] . We note, that he did some assumptions for the inverse frequency 1 ω , but it is more natural to do this for ω itself. We will show that it is equivalent to make such assumptions for ω or for (1) ω ∈ CD(ν);
Proof. Without loss of generality we suppose that ω ∈ (0, 1).
Thus, ω k = ω k+1 and ω = 1 ω = [a 1 ; a 2 , a 3 , . . . , ] , where a k is the term of continued fraction expansion of ω. By proposition 3.2, we have that 1 ω ∈ CD(ν). We say that ω has the G-property if there is a constant C ω > 1, such that q k+1 ≥ C ω q k for all k = 1, 2, . . .. (1) ω has the G-property;
(3) For the sequence of all indexes j k , such that a j k = 1, the sequence {a j k −1 } is bounded;
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is obvious. Let
. Then, using (1.15), we have the equality
From (3.23) it is clear that if a k+1 = 1 and a k is large enough then b k is close to 1 and vice versa. Thus, the statement is proved.
An immediate corollary of proposition 3.4 and the proof of proposition 3.3 is the following. Now we are ready to prove an upper estimate of the Diophantine dimension of an E-quasiperiodic function u(t) = h(ωt, t), where h satisfies
This is a generalization of theorem 3 in [20] . Since the main method remains the same we give a shortened proof.
Theorem 3.8. Let u = h(ωt, t) be a quasiperiodic function, where h satisfies (3.24) and (3.25) . Suppose that ω ∈ R\Q has the G-property and satisfies the Diophantine condition of order ν. Let α = max{α 1 , α 2 }; then for some constant K > 0 and all sufficiently small ε > 0 the inequality
Theorem 4.1 (K. Naito, theorem 1 in [19] ). Let f : R → V * be an V * -almost periodic function and τ is an ε-almost period for f . Suppose also (4.4) sup t∈R A(t)u(t) − A(t + τ )u(t) V * ≤ κ.
Then for some C = C(γ, α, M ) > 0 the number τ is a C(ε + κ) Note that condition (4.2) is often used to prove the existence of bounded and almost periodic solutions to certain evolution equations (see [24, 23] ). Besides theorem 4.1, the strong monotonicity condition is used to estimate other asymptotic properties of solutions, for example, the rate of decay (see [31] ).
Some remarks
Determining exact values or bounds of the Diophantine dimension of an almost periodic function one may face a problem when this value becomes infinite 14 . This may happen if there are infinitely many rationally independent Fourier exponents or the exponents can be approximated extremely good. In these cases one can determine the following values There are so called effective versions of the Kronecker theorem, where an upper estimate on the solution t ε of (3.4) is given (see [30] and refs within). In this way corollary 3.6 may be interest in the number theory. The problem to find ε-almost periods of a polynomial P (t) = n k=1
A k e i2πω k t is equivalent (in some sense) to finding the solutions τ δ of the system (5.2) |ω j τ | < δ (mod 1), j = 1, 2, . . . , n, where δ is proportional to ε and, consequently, the inclusion length is well defined for the set of solutions of (5.2) and it has the same asymptotic as the inclusion length for almost periods of P (t). It is always hard to get lower bounds (not only in this case, but for many problems of mathematics), so it seems interesting. The shift operator defined on the hull H(u) of an almost periodic function u defines an uniquely ergodic almost periodic dynamical system. The exponents of such a flow are the same as for u. Therefore, effects discussed in subsection 2.1 may appear in this case. 13 I.e. the inequality analogous to (1.1) is satisfied.
14 Similar effects appears in the dimension theory for dynamical systems with multiple time (see [2] )
